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Dr. Shabbir Amanullah is originally from Kerala. He did his Medical degree at JSS
Medical college Mysore, DPM
from the Central Institute of
Psychiatry in Ranchi and then his
MD in Psychiatry from National
Institute of Mental Health and
Neurosciences in Bangalore
(where he won the gold medal).
He then went to UK where he
completed his MRCPsych and
specialized in adult and geriatric
psychiatry (He won the Cyril
Potter Gold medal of the
Birmingham Medical Institute).
He moved to Canada- Prince Edward Island where he worked for 6 years and left in 2012
after serving as Chief of Psychiatry for the Province. Dr. Amanullah currently works at
Woodstock General Hospital as the Chief of Psychiatry.
He also is the;
President of the Oxford County Medical Society as well as serves as Chairman and
Scientific Chair of the Indo Canadian Psychiatric Society. He is the Former Vice- Chair
for the Ontario Medical Association section of Psychiatry and the current Chair of
Psychiatry Programmes for OMA.
He has won many awards including; The distinguished fellow of the Canadian
Psychiatric Association
In 2020- He was awarded the Outstanding Contributions in Geriatric Psychiatry award of
the CAGP
He has been on the RAC3 and RAC 5 of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons
of Canada
He is the creator of the COGWALL and was one the early clinicians to use synthetic
cannabinoids in dementia
Dr. Amanullah has published content in a number of peer-reviewed papers, chapters and
written books including Complex clinical conundrums in psychiatry books. His research
interests include, physician burnout, ADHD and autism in the elderly, and Cannabinoids
in Dementia. He has presented his research at major meetings and conferences around
the World and was the only Psychiatrist featured in innovationmovie.com. This
documentary featured some of the worlds most creative minds talking about creativity.

